
LU TP 95{14May, 1995p and  QCD Physics at High Energies�Torbj�orn Sj�ostrandDepartment of Theoretical Physics,University of Lund, S�olvegatan 14A,S-223 62 LUND, SwedenABSTRACTThe challenge of p and  studies is a complexity in excess of that en-countered elsewhere in particle physics. In order to construct a completeand consistent model of all main phenomena, several aspects have to bemastered. Here is presented a status report on progress towards such amodel. Topics covered include the nature of the photon, total and partialcross sections, parton distributions and event shapes (comparing pp, p and). Remaining problems are enumerated, with emphasis on eikonalizationaspects of the anomalous part of the cross section.1. IntroductionIn this talk I review a model for p and  events being developed in collaborationwith Gerhard Schuler. By necessity, most topics will be covered very briey. It istherefore important to note that several papers have already appeared on variousaspects [1, 2, 3, 4]. The emphasis is on QCD physics in collisions between (almost)real photons, while aspects such as photon ux factors or experimental acceptancesare left aside.The study of p and  physics has a long history, and so it would not be possibleto give a complete survey of related previous studies. Further references may be foundin other presentations at this meeting and at other recent workshops [5].2. The modelTo �rst approximation, the photon is a point-like particle. However, quantum me-chanically, it may uctuate into a (charged) fermion{antifermion pair. The uctu-ations  $ qq can interact strongly and therefore turn out to be responsible forthe major part of the p and  total cross section. The spectrum of uctuationsmay be split into a low-virtuality and a high-virtuality part. The former part canbe approximated by a sum over low-mass vector-meson states, customarily restricted�to appear in the proceedings of Photon '95, She�eld, UK, April 8{13, 19951



to the lowest-lying vector multiplet. Phenomenologically, this Vector Meson Dom-inance (VMD) ansatz turns out to be very successful in describing a host of data.The high-virtuality part, on the other hand, should be in a perturbatively calculabledomain.In total, the photon wave function can then be written asji = cbarejbarei + XV=�0;!;�;J= cV jV i + Xq=u;d;s;c;bcqjqqi+ X`=e;�;� c`j`+`�i : (1)In general, the coe�cients ci depend on the scale � used to probe the photon. In-troducing a cut-o� parameter k0 to separate the low- and high-virtuality parts ofthe qq uctuations, one obtains c2q � (�em=2�)2e2q ln(�2=k20). The cV coe�cientsare �-independent and phenomenologically determined. The cbare is always close tounity. Usually the probing scale � is taken to be the transverse momentum of a2 ! 2 parton-level process. Our �tted value k0 � 0:6 GeV (see below) then sets theminimum transverse momentum of a perturbative branching  ! qq.The subdivision of the above photon wave function corresponds to the existenceof three main event classes in p events:1. The VMD processes, where the photon turns into a vector meson before theinteraction, and therefore all processes allowed in hadronic physics may occur.This includes elastic and di�ractive scattering as well as low-p? and high-p?non-di�ractive events.2. The direct processes, where a bare photon interacts with a parton from theproton.3. The anomalous processes, where the photon perturbatively branches into a qqpair, and one of these (or a daughter parton thereof) interacts with a partonfrom the proton.All three processes are of O(�em). However, in the direct contribution the photonstructure function is of O(1) and the hard scattering matrix elements of O(�em), whilethe opposite holds for the VMD and the anomalous processes.Also the parton distributions of the photon can be split according to the patternof eq. (1). Four di�erent parametrizations along these lines are presented in ref. [4].A generalization of the above picture to  events is obtained by noting thateach of the two incoming photons is described by a wave function of the type given ineq. (1). In total, there are therefore three times three event classes. By symmetry, the`o�-diagonal' combinations appear pairwise, so the number of distinct classes is onlysix: VMD�VMD, VMD�direct, VMD�anomalous, direct�direct, direct�anomalousand anomalous�anomalous. The �rst three classes above are pretty much the sameas the three classes allowed in p events, since the interactions of a VMD photon andthose of a proton are about the same.Empirically, both the pp and p total cross sections are well described by apomeron plus reggeon ansatz. If the same approach is extended to , one obtains aprediction �tot(s) � 211 s0:0808 + 215 s�0:4525 [nb] : (2)The VMD component of the p cross section, about 80% of the total, is also given bya pomeron plus reggeon parametrization. The remaining part can be �tted to a sumof direct and anomalous cross sections, by picking a lower cut-o� k0 � 0:6 GeV for2
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Figure 1: The total  cross section. Full curve: the parametrization of eq. (2).Dashed curve: result from sum of integrations of the six components. Datapoints: open triangles PLUTO 1984, �lled triangles PLUTO 1986, open squaresTPC/2 1985, spades TPC/2 1991, circles MD-1 1991, �lled square CELLO1991. $ qq uctuations plus a cut-o� panom?min = 0:7+0:17 log2(1+Ecm=20) [GeV] for QCDprocesses in the anomalous sector. Here SaS set 1D is used for the parton distributionsof the photon, and CTEQ set 2L for those of the proton. With parameters determinedin p physics, the cross section for each of the six  components can be obtained. InFig. 1 the sum is compared with the parametrization (2). The good agreement, alsowith the data, indicates that the model with six components is internally consistent.3. Event propertiesThe subdivision of the total p and  cross sections above, with the related choicesof cut-o� parameters and so on, speci�es the event composition at the hard-scatteringlevel. For studies of the complete event structure, it is necessary to add models forinitial- and �nal-state QCD radiation (parton showers), for beam remnants, and forfragmentation and secondary decays. A Monte Carlo generation of complete hadronic�nal states is obtained with Pythia/Jetset [6]. Thus any experimental quantitycan be studied. In particular, we can compare the properties of pp (which is similarto pp for the quantities studied here), p and  events.In general, event properties show an hierarchy, with  events having the mostactivity and pp ones the least. It is mainly related with the large activity expected forinteractions involving the anomalous photon component, because of the larger panom?min.The transverse energy ow distribution in Fig. 2 also illustrates how p interpolatesbetween pp and : the p events look like the  ones around the photon direction,3
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Figure 2: Transverse energy ow as a function of rapidity, dE?=dy, at 200 GeVc.m. energy. Dashed-dotted histogram is pp, dashed one p (with the originalphoton moving in the +z direction) and full one .while they look more like pp ones in the opposite direction, with an intermediatebehaviour in the central region.The spectacular di�erences in the jet rate at large p? are highlighted in Fig. 3.They mainly come about because the direct component involves the full energy ofthe incoming photon. Di�erences are not as visible in minimum-bias events, but theinclusive p? spectrum of charged particles shows the same hierarchy.Distributions show the same pattern at all energies, with most activity for the events. Therefore di�erences can be detected at any convenient energy.4. Problems and OutlookThe perturbatively calculated jet cross-section above some �xed p?min scale is steeplyincreasing with the c.m. energy, and ultimately exceeds the total cross section. Inpp physics the most likely solution to this problem is to allow multiple parton-partoninteractions in an event [7]. Since hadrons consist of many partons, such an ap-proach is fairly natural, although there are several elements of arbitrariness involvedin constructing explicit models. If the photon is considered as a hadron, the same\eikonalization" approach can also be applied for p and  events.We argue, however, that only the VMD part of the photon can be treated instraight analogy with hadrons, and that the anomalous and direct parts have tobe considered separately. In fact, each �xed-k? component of  $ qq uctuationscan be considered as a separate \hadron species", with a density of states dk2?=k2?.The parton distribution inside such a state is perturbatively calculable, and leads toa decreasing jet rate with increasing k?. The fall-o� is rather slow, however, and4
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Figure 3: Parton-level jet p? distribution at 2 TeV c.m. energy. Dashed-dottedhistogram is pp, dashed one p and full one . The factor 1=2 compensatesfor there being 2 jets per event.becomes gradually slower as the c.m. energy is increased. The total p cross sectiontherefore comes out as increasing faster than data. Standard eikonalization (withsmaller photon size for increasing k?, according to the uncertainty relation) dampensthe growth, but not enough. It therefore seems clear that further aspects have tobe taken into account, such as momentum conservation, coherence e�ects or strictergeometrical cut-o�s. This is thus one area where further studies are necessary.Also many other aspects need to be studied. The transition between the VMD,anomalous and direct classes should obey certain consistency criteria. The transitionfrom a real  to a virtual � is still not well understood. The pro�le of beam jetsand the structure of uderlying events is not well described at HERA. Jet produc-tion in di�ractive systems currently attract much attention. Further issues could bementioned, but the conclusion must be that much work remains before we can claimto have a complete overview of the physics involved in p and  events, let aloneunderstand all the details.Acknowledgements: The organizers should be congratulated to an interesting, well-run and sunny (!) meeting. This talk was made possible by an enjoyable collaborationwith Gerhard Schuler.References[1] G.A. Schuler and T. Sj�ostrand, Phys. Lett. B300 (1993) 169, Nucl. Phys. B407(1993) 539[2] G.A. Schuler and T. Sj�ostrand, Phys. Rev. D49 (1994) 22575
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